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Introduction

DIGIBIS

Cultural heritage digitization (90s, CD and DVDs)

Digital Libraries, Archives and Museums

Present in +50 institutions, 
private and public all over the
country (Basque Country, 
Catalonia, Galizian).
- BVPB (Virtual Library of Digital 

Heritage)
- BVPH (Virtual Library of

Historical Newspapers).
METADATA IMPORTANCE

|
OAI-PMH repositories working

with DC



Hand in hand with Metadata

In 1995 took place in Dublin (Ohio, USA) the first encounter about metadata, that led to the creation
of Dublin Core as a standard of metadata. Our colleague Xavier Agenjo attended the meeting.
DC development advanced. In 2004 a DC Library Application profile was published.
In 2008 Europeana began their own way of metadata with the creation of ESE (Europeana Semantic
Elements) and later on 2010-2014 to EDM (Europeana Data Model). 

ESE is based on qualified DC, to which new elements were added. Not enough for Semantic
Web.
EDM is more flexible and expressive than ESE. It is based on Semantic Web and Linked Data and 
built on DC, SKOS and RDF standards.

In 2019  Europeana Publishing Guide brings news, like the establishment of TIERs, that suppose the
improvement of quality images and Metadata, for example the importance given to the language of
the data.



DIGIBIB
Immersed in Linked Open Data technology, DIGIBIB itself pass dynamically and transparently the
data in MARC21 format to an OAI-PMH repository through Dublin Core. In other words, the
software transform the information automatically from MARC21 to OAI_DC. But also to other
formats like DC RDF, METS and EDM in RDF. 
This trasnformation works not only for bibliographic records but also for holdings and authority
records.

EXTRA: 
Related softwares DIGIARCH (for Archives) and DIGIMUS (for Museums) work equally, turning
automatically their EAD3/LIDO data into DC for their repositories.
Also DIGIHUB, as an aggegator, takes advantage of the posibilities of DC repositories to harvest OAI-DC 
repositories (see HISPANA or AMERICANAE or GALICIANA).

This automatic transformation of one standard into another, means the user just has to catalogue a work, holding or
authority in MARC21 format.
On the other hand, DIGIBIS holds the effort to keep its apps updated to last versions of standards. In this case, DIGIBIB is
updated to MARC21 v.31 (the version available at the moment of its closure).
Furthermore, following the spirit of last W3C-LLD Final Inform on Semantic Enrichment, DIGIBIB codifies Value
Vocabularies on bibilographic and authority records, which means records are/can be semantically enriched. 

https://hispana.mcu.es/es/inicio/inicio.do
http://www.americanae.es/americanae/es/inicio/inicio.do
https://www.galiciana.gal/arpadhub/gl/inicio/inicio.do


Polymath Virtual Library

Provided with all the news of DIGIBIB, PVL has been bed-set of the app since the begining. 
And because PVL accomplishes all the Standards, it has been Use Case twice, by W3C and Europeana.
The aim of DIGIBIS is to continue this path of work with our products.



W3C Use Case



Europeana Use Case



Education Projects

Going after DPLA and Europeana education projects, Larramendi Foundation has also decided to take part in an
education project. 
Both DPLA and Europeana have bet strong on education: 

DPLA with its Primary Source Set (theme microsites based on the
information contained in their data base).

Europeana, among other initiatives, with the collaboration with
the European Schoolnet and with the creation of the Europeana
Education Commnity and the Europeana Education Ambassador
Network.



HeritageHubs Virtual Library

El intercambio

Example to see the
transparent and 
dinamic transformation
to DC and EDM.

At repository

With the aim of bringing Cultural 
heritage to everybody, youngsters of
the different European participanting
countries were asked to show their
own traditions. 
The result is a group of videos available
at this HeritageHubs Virtual Library, 
one of the Virtual Libraries of Polymath
Virtual Library based on DIGIBIB and 
with an OAI-PMH respository.

http://www.larramendi.es/her_hub/en/consulta/registro.do?id=27849
http://www.larramendi.es/i18n/oai/oai_larramendi.es.do?verb=GetRecord&metadataPrefix=oai_dc&identifier=oai:larramendi.es:27849


More examples

Semantic Enrichment:
Person authority: Gergorio Mayans i Siscar (PVL)

at OAI repository: Gregorio Mayans

Bibliographic record: Vida de D. Antonio Agustín
(PVL)

Subject authority: Apicultura (BVPB)

Holdings example (Galiciana): 
Rosalía de Castro  A mi madre

[Correspondencia de Camilo Díaz Baliño]

http://www.larramendi.es/poligrafos_y_autores/es/consulta_aut/registro.do?id=3031
http://www.larramendi.es/poligrafos_y_autores/en/oai/oai_aut.cmd?verb=GetRecord&metadataPrefix=oai_dc&identifier=oai:oai_aut.larramendi.es:3031
http://www.larramendi.es/en/consulta/registro.do?id=26684
https://bvpb.mcu.es/institutos/es/consulta_aut/registro.do?id=44666
http://biblioteca.galiciana.gal/gl/consulta/registro.do?id=5975
http://biblioteca.galiciana.gal/gl/consulta/registro.do?id=7748


Conclusion

DIGIBIS (and the PVL of Larramendi Foundation) consider to follow the way of Semantic
Web according to Schema.org and BIBFRAME ontologies, just as Dublin Core was once 
created from MARC.

Furthermore, we are supporting and developing an I+D+i project focused on the
conversion of MARC21 format into Schema, BIBFRAME and IIIF as dynamically and 
transparently as it does to DC and EDM. In fact, in 2019 Minister of Industry and AENOR 
certified an Innovation Project of DIGIBIS that transform MARC into BIBFRAME this
transparent and dynamically way.



Thanks for your attention

You can find us at:

www.digibis.com

http://www.larramendi.es/es/inicio/inicio.do

http://www.digibis.com/
http://www.larramendi.es/es/inicio/inicio.do










Mayans i Siscar at 
the OAI-Repository














